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Abstract
Reﬁning the Hölder inequality, a result of S Wu is extended to the case of multiple
sequences.
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1 Introduction
There are a lot of generalizations and extensions of the classical Hölder inequality. Among




























Here a = {ai}, b = {bi} are positive sequences and  ≤ p,q < ∞, p + q = . Hu and Wu
published several results [–] on this topic. Among them is the following theorem.
TheoremA ([], Theorem ) Let ai > , bi >  (i = , , . . . ,n), –ei+ej ≥  (i, j = , , . . . ,n),




































Our purpose of this paper is to extend Theorem A to the case of multiple sequences.
The following are the main results of this paper.
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Theorem . Let aji >  (i = , , . . . ,n; j = , , . . . ,m),  – ei + ej ≥  (i, j = , , . . . ,n), pj < 






















































of Theorem . is the well-known Hölder inequality.

















of Theorem . reduces to the well-known reversed Hölder inequal-
ity.
The idea of proofs of Theorem . and Theorem . are essentially the same as that of
Theorem A. The point is that a variant of the methods of Wu in [] works for the case of
multiple sequences. The processwill be done in Section  and Section  after the preparing
lemmas in Section . In Section , as an application of Theorem ., we reﬁne a reversed
Hölder inequality diﬀerent from Theorem .. We refer to [, ] for the general theory of
inequalities.
2 Lemmas
In order to prove Theorem . and Theorem ., we need the following lemmas.


















= · · · = ami∑n
i= ami
(i = , , . . . ,n) for  = .
Lemma . ([], Lemma ()) Let aji >  (i = , , . . . ,n; j = , , . . . ,m), λj <  (j =



















= · · · = ami∑n
i= ami
(i = , , . . . ,n) for  = .
3 Proof of Theorem 1.1
Wemay suppose pj ≤ pj .
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( – ei + ek)
} –
ph

























































































































































Therefore (.) follows. The proof is complete.
4 Proof of Theorem 1.2

























































































































































































































































































































































































Therefore (.) follows. The proof is complete.
5 Further observations
As a generalization of the reversed Hölder inequality, JF Tian obtained the follow-
ing.
Theorem B ([], Theorem .) Let ai > , bi >  (i = , , . . . ,n),  – ei + ej ≥  (i, j =
, , . . . ,n), q < , and p +






































We extended Theorem B to multiple sequences as follows. The idea of the proof is es-
sentially the same as that of Theorem B and is diﬀerent from that of Theorem .. Note
that there is no implication between Theorem . and Theorem ..
Theorem . Let aji >  (i = , , . . . ,n; j = , , . . . ,m),  – ei + ej ≥  (i, j = , , . . . ,n), pj < 









































pj > , we have pm > . Let qj = –
pj
pm >  (j =
, , . . . ,m – ), and qm = pm > , then qm ≥ qj > .




































































































































































































































































































pj > , we have pm > . Let qj = –
pj
pm >  (j = , , . . . ,m – ),




















































































































































































































































The proof is complete. 
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